
 
 

 
Stuart Cameron 
CEO of UHLALA GmbH 
Wichertstraße 9A 
10439 Berlin 
 
 
 
 
To whom it may concern,  
 
If you are reading this letter, it means that your employee or colleague is highly competent and motivated to work, grow and                      
make an impact to the world that we live in. He/She/They has/have been selected to be part of RAHM | The Global LGBT+                       
Leadership Contest in Vancouver after a tough selection process. 

From the 31st of July until the 1st of August 2020, the largest bank in Canada RBC will proudly host the 7th edition of                        
RAHM | The Global LGBT+ Leadership Contest and the related RAHM events in Vancouver, Canada. 
 
Your employee / colleague is invited to attend this event along with other LGBT+ leaders. 
 
RAHM | The Global LGBT+ Leadership Contest is an outstanding and unique opportunity to invest in strategic networking. More                   
than 65 LGBT+ Leaders from all around the world will participate in the RAHM events in Vancouver. We believe that is                     
beneficial for both - contestants and the company. 
 
During these interactive days, the contestants will share their knowledge, experiences and visions through challenges on                
inclusion and diversity, leadership talks and open dialogs across a diverse group of professional backgrounds. They will find                  
solutions to specific problems together and empower each other with new contacts, new projects and new resources. 
 
 
We are proud to welcome every leader that participates in our event and we are thankful to the supporting companies                    
for allowing their employees the paid leave to join us, as well as the responsibility they take in covering costs and                     
organising travels.  
 
Furthermore, we are always open to new partnerships and collaborations. If you wish to become part of our event, invest in                     
strategic networking, create positive employer branding and show your support for diversity and LGBT+ leadership, we invite                 
you to take a look at our Partnership offers (www.rahm.ceo, “Partners”) to explore the ways in which RAHM can benefit your                     
company and employees. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
Stuart Cameron 
CEO UHLALA GmbH 

 

http://www.rahm.ceo/

